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The Innovation Games is a free public event 
designed to engage thousands of our Park visitors 
with interactive science & innovation.  

Sydney Olympic Park Authority warmly invites 
program partners to join us in this exciting Inspiring 
Australia initiative which is supported by both the 
Australian and NSW Governments as part of Sydney 
Science Festival in National Science Week. 
 



The Innovation Games is a one day free event full of interactive science displays, 
performances and demonstrations of cutting-edge technologies in action. We are aiming to attract 
and engage audiences that may not see a Science Festival as something for them, and are looking 
for something affordable and fun to do on the weekend. The ‘Games’ concept here refers to 
various quick physical activity challenges with science at the core. These will range from sports 
skills and performance testing to cow milking….from BYOD GPS scavenger hunting to indigenous 
weaving….science is everywhere!   
 

Innovation in Context 
Sydney Olympic Park is a future thinking place, continually building on our Olympic legacy with 
leading innovations in sport and sports science, health, arts, education, technology, environmental 
management, transport and sustainable development. The Innovation Games will be infused with 
these themes and much more.  
 

Our Audience  
Our target audiences are families and groups coming to visit the Park for a variety of events 
happening on the day. The biggest on this particular day is the NRL game in the afternoon which 
is expected to attract a crowd of up to 30,000.  
 

Event Layout  
The event will have 2 connected activity zones in the heart of the Sydney Olympic Park town 
centre: 
 
Zone 1: The Yulang (outside Olympic Park Station) 
This will contain a small ‘village’ of marquees for our partners to host displays and demonstrations. 
There will be staging for shows and performances. The Big Screen will be in use for social media 
engagement and partner promotions.  
 
Zone 2: Cathy Freeman Park (Bordered by Olympic Boulevard and Showground Rd) 
Our central village green is the place for physical activities and fun challenges requiring more 
space. We will also have a chill-out area here with films and music.  
 

Promotion and Reach   
SOPA will be collaborating with ANZ Stadium and the NRL to promote the event to game day 
audiences. We will also be going out through Sydney Olympic Park channels to attract visitation 
from around Sydney and coordinating with event partners on cooperative marketing activity. In 
2016, Inspiring Australia and Sydney Science Festival campaigns for National Science Week 
achieved: 

• 1.3 million participants  
• 10,088 free media spots 
• 84 hours tv and radio spots 
• 2647 media stories 
• 638,000 facebook interactions 
• 486,000 twitter interactions 
• 23,000 #natsciwk tweets 

 



Key Benefits 
 

• Partner with the global brand and home of innovation, Sydney Olympic Park 
• Engage a public audience of up to 30,000, with brand and reach extending to millions more 

people through online, TV and radio promotion in National Science Week and via Sydney 
Science Festival channels that typically provide outstanding media results 

• Build your network of innovation driven agencies and organisations  
• Be part of the national effort to improve public participation in science, technology and 

innovation and progress the National Innovation and Science Agenda 
• Be included in an integrated print, digital and outdoor marketing, advertising and publicity 

campaigns (Greater Sydney and National)  
• Display spaces provided 

 

The Opportunity    
Sydney Olympic Park Authority together with Inspiring Australia and Sydney Science Festival are 
inviting expressions of interest from Park stakeholders, external program providers and 
corporations who wish to partner with this inaugural event. The key opportunity is to engage 
audiences through an interactive display at The Yulang or by facilitating fun science-based physical 
challenges in Cathy Freeman Park. 3mx3m Marquees will be provided for larger setups and there 
are other covered spaces for smaller pop stalls.  
 

EOIs close June 30, 2017  
Event program and content will be curated in July 

 

Expressions of Interest and Further Information: 
 
Mike Bartlett  
Manager Education 
Sydney Olympic Park Authority  
Mike.Bartlett@sopa.nsw.gov.au 
0417294696 
02 9714 7334 
 

 
About Sydney Science Festival (SSF) 
The SSF is produced by Museum of Applied Arts and Sciences (MAAS) in partnership with Inspiring 
Australia (NSW), and aims to encourage an interest in science among the general public and 
young people. Additionally, it provides opportunities to highlight Sydney’s scientific credentials 
and foster partnerships between the community, research organisations and industry. 
 
Sydney Science Festival runs from to 8 to 20 August 2017 
as part of National Science Week (12-20 August). Now in 
its third year, the Festival is fast becoming a popular 
celebration, with more than 62,000 audience members 
attending 123 events delivered by 65 partner 
organisations last year. 
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